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Emma Lou Beechy creates a scrapbook page
using three dimensional stamped flowers
without hand cutting.

Please see page 3 for project instructions.
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Perfect Petal Layout
1. Glue the Scalloped Dk. Burgundy Oval in the upper right side of the designer paper with adhesive.
2. Glue the Light Pink Oval on top of the Scalloped Dk. Burgundy Oval with adhesive.
3. Attach the 1 green leafy spray on the left side of the oval and 1 green leafy spray along the bottom
using the dries clear glue with the fine metal tip.
4. Take all the pre-stamped petals and slightly bend them in half (very lightly) to achieve dimension.
5. Take a large glue dot and center it between the 2 leafy sprays.
6. Take 2 of the largest petals and adhere them on opposite sides of the glue dot. Make sure you only
adhere the very tip of the petals.
7. Take the last 4 largest petals and position 2 in-between the first petals and then layer the other 2 on
the opposite side. This completes the first layer of petals.
8. Put another glue dot in the center of the large petals and assemble the 6 medium petals using the
same method as the first layer.
9. Put another glue dot in the center of the medium petals and assemble the 6 small petals using the
same method as the first layer.
10. Take all 6 burgundy daisies and place them on the black foam mat. Use a stylus tool and start on the
tip of the petal and pull towards the center. This pulls the petals upward and creates 3-dimension.
11. Layer and adhere a large, medium, and small daisy with adhesive. Do this again to created 2
individual daisies.
12. Add flower centers with glue dots and assemble as pictured.

Perfect Petal Card
1. Fold the clear cardstock in half to create a card base.
2. Stamp the Large Elegant Word Background onto the clear card panel using the white staz-on
ink. Give this about 30 seconds to dry completely.
3. Gently fold the vellum petals in half, very slight crease to add dimension.
4. Add a large glue dot to the center of the clear card.
5. Take 2 of the largest petals and adhere them on opposite sides of the glue dot. Make sure
you only adhere the very tip of the petals.
7. Take the last 4 largest petals and position 2 in-between the first petals and then layer the
other 2 on the opposite side. This completes the first layer of petals.
8. Put another glue dot in the center of the large petals and assemble the 6 medium petals
using the same method as the first layer.
9. Add the embellishment to the flower center with a glue dot.

Flora Grande Pin
Stamp Flora Grande 1 and 2 flower images on sheet metal with Staz-On ink (one of each size). Be
careful to stamp straight down and do not twist so you get a clear crisp image. Let dry. Cut the metal
flowers out with scissors that are OK for metal. Start to manipulate your flowers with something that is

rounded on the end (paintbrush, pencils) I use the end of my paper piercer tool and work the petals on
some type of mat that has a slight give to it. I use my mat that came with my paper piercing tool. Make
small circles in the larger part of the petals to make a little cup and then run the tool in towards the
center creating an inward curl with the flower, remember it’s great to work the front and the back of
your petals for as much dimension as possible. As you work the metal it will start to harden and it will
help to retain it’s shape for jewelry, also be sure to file any burs or sharp edges of the metal as you go.
Once you have worked all the petals brush with Tattered Angels glaze for color dimension. Layer the
flower together and pierce the middle of the flower with a piercer. Cover your brad with jewels and
adhere to the center of the flower to hold everything together. Stamp Heartfelt Distressed leaves HCPC
3376 on designer paper and cut out with matching Spellbinders Die Nested Leaves 472217. Ink the
edges of the leaves. Cut thin cardboard to mirror the back of the flower and the leaves , glue pin back
on and cover entire cardboard back with designer cardstock and glue your metal flower down with
strong adhesive. File edges of cardboard and wear on your favorite winter wrap.

Flora Grande Vintage
Cut the green 1/4 each smaller. Using Versa Mark I stamped flowers randomly around to create back
ground paper. I cut 2 of the swirly dies out, cut them into and placed one in each corner. Stamped 5
flowers, 3 different sizes and cut those out. I shaded, spritzed and shaped them then using a brad put
them together. Using a Z Dot, placed it in the center of my card. Stamped 4 leaves on green card stock
and cut those out, sponged and shaped. Attached them just under the flower. Added pearls around to
finish the card.

